Focus on Helping People with Family Law Concerns

“As an undergraduate student I studied psychology and spent a lot of time working with people,” says Tampa attorney Blair Chan. “When I went to law school, family law seemed like a natural fit because it was a way for me to help people every day.”

For more than 15 years, Blair Chan has been helping families resolve their legal issues and learn how to live their lives happily again. When you are going through a divorce or facing a family legal matter, it is good to have someone like him on your side. With his experience in family law and dedication to putting his clients first, Chan has built a family law legal group that focuses on helping people transition through stressful times with positive outcomes.

In addition to his client-focused practice, Chan has the distinction of being recognized by the Florida Bar as a Board Certified family law attorney, the highest level of evaluation and expertise from the bar – it’s one that only 7 percent of Florida attorneys earn. The board certification recognizes Chan’s special knowledge in family law, skills and proficiency, and professionalism and ethics in practice.

Chan and his team of dedicated legal professionals offer expertise and experienced and compassionate legal counsel in all areas of family and matrimonial law. Whether you and your spouse are considering divorce or you need to revise custody or support agreements, they will help you reach an amicable solution so you can move on to the next chapter in your life without animosity or regret.

If you believe it is time to sit down with a family law attorney, call to schedule a free initial consultation to find out how they can help you.

**Education:** University of Texas at Arlington, B.A.; Stetson University College of Law, J.D.
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